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ABSTRACT 
If G is any finite Abelian group define 
~,(G) : 5~ (e~ -- 1) 
i 
where e~ are the canonic invariants of G (e~+l I e~ for all i). The primary result is the 
"super-additivity" of y, i.e., 
~,(G) >~ ~,(G/H) + ~,(H) for all subgroups H of G. (*) 
In the process of establishing (*) the structure of Abelian groups is studied in great 
detail and a technique is developed for proving inequalities analogous to (*) for other 
invariants than ~,. 
We then apply (*) to obtain various further esults of a combinatorial nature. 
I. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
We denote by fr the set of  all ( isomorphism classes of) finite Abelian 
groups. Then uniquely associated with each G ~ ~ we have the invariants 
ei : ei(G) corresponding to the unique cyclic decomposition 
G ~ (~ Ze,,  such that ei+x ] ei. (1) 
We shall occasionally find it convenient o consider the sequence of 
invariants {ei} to be infinite merely by setting e~(G) = 1 for i > c, where 
c = c(G) is the number of  proper factors occuring in (1). 
DEFINITION 1. Let A = {ai)i~l be any 
integers. We then define 
72 
finite sequence of positive 
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(i) GA ~ N, the carrier of A, by Ga = @i<i<, Za~. 
(ii) ei(A), the invariants of A, by ei(A) = e,(GA). 
(iii) c(A), the length of A, by c(A) = C(Ga). 
0v) [ A I~, them-divisibility of A, by I A Jm = the number ofa~ divisible 
by m (for any positive integer m). 
(v) A ~ B.c~ GA ~ GB . 
In light of these definitions we readily obtain the following results, the 
straightforward proofs being left to the reader: 
PROPOSITION 1. 
(i) A ~ B ~:~ I A I~ =- I B I~ for all primes p and positive integers k. 
(ii) More generally, G.4 is isomorphic to a subgroup of Gn 
for all primes p and positive integers k. 
(iii) c(Ga) = max{] A ]~ :p prime) 
----- max{t A l,~ : n > 1) ~< I A I1, 
with equality holding in the last relation if and only if the a~ are the 
proper invariants of G = G~ in some order. 
(iv) I f  G ~ f# and H is a subgroup of G, 
e(G) <~ c(G/H) q- e(H). 
(v) I f  G ~ fr H is a subgroup of G, and Q is a subgroup of G/H there 
exists a subgroup J of G such that (G/H)/Q ~ G/J and 
e(J) <~ e(H) -k e(Q). 
II. QUOTIENTS IN ABELIAN GROUPS 
In this section we investigate in detail the relationship between {e~(G)} 
and {e~(G/H)), where H is a subgroup of G. We proceed by first restricting 
our attention to p-groups and using these results to "piece together" the 
general case: 
LEMMA 1 (The Preparation Lemma). Let G ~ fr be a p-group and let x 
be any element of G. Then x may be written 






Furthermore, the decomposition (t)  subject o (1)-(3) uniquely determines 
k and the integers a~, order (p~x~) for 1 ~ i ~ k. 
xx, x~ ..... xk may be extended to a basis for G, 
a i>a~ >""  >ak ,  
order (p~xx) > order (p~x~) > --. > order (p~xk) > 1. 
COMMENT. This lemma essentially describes how "directly" x is 
embedded in G, e.g., if x E H and H is a direct summand of G then 
c(H) >/k. 
PROOF: Let G = Ql<i<nGs,  where Gs = [Ys] the cyclic group 
generated by Yi, be any direct cyclic decomposition of G, and suppose 
X = a ly  I + "'" -[- anyn .  (A) 
We shall "constructively" obtain a decomposition satisfying the condi- 
tions of the lemma by manipulating the Yi : We may assume that all the 
integers as are powers ofp (or zero), for we may replace (if necessary) the 
basis element y~ by y(  = 8sYi where 8s= aip -~'(a*~ (vv(a) = highest power 
of p dividing a); thus a~yi = p~"('~)y(. Second, we may "make" all a~ 
distinct by choosing an appropriate new basis as follows: If as = aj ,  and 
say order (Ys) ~< order (y;), then 
Gs C) (/s = ty,! ~3 [ys] = tyi] | [yi + yA, 
and hence replacing the basis element Ys by (Ys -k Ys) (leaving the others 
fixed) results in a new basis with respect to which the contribution of the 
"two terms" a~ys q- asYs coalesces to the single term as(yi -F Ys). After 
a finite number of transformations of this form we obtain a representation 
of type (A)' in which all ai are distinct powers of p (or zero). Next, we 
obtain a representation (A)' in which all Yi (for which a~ :~ 0) have 
different orders. For assume y~ and Ys have the same order and say 
0 < a s < a s (thus ai i aj). Then 
f as 1 
G, @ Gs = [y,] @ [Ysl = [Y, + -,~--YH, 9 [Ysl, 
and consequently replacing the basis dement y~ by Yi + (ajla~)Ys yields 
a new basis in which the contribution of the "two terms" a~yi + asYs 
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coalesces to the single term ai(y~ + (ar Hence after a finite number 
of transformations of this form we obtain a representation (A)* in which 
all a~(:~ 0) are distinct powers o fp  and all y~ (with a~ =/: 0) have different 
orders. Assume the a~ are arranged in decreasing order. Finally, we are 
in position to construct he basis x~ of  (f-): For assume i < j  and order 
(aiyi) ~ order (ajy~). Then since order (yj) = a~ times order (a~yj) = a~ 
order (a~y~ q- ajyj) = order ((aJaj)y~ -k y~), it follows that 
[a, ] G, | Gj = [ y,] | [ Y;] = [ y,] | ~ Y, + YJ 9 
We therefore see that after a finite number of transformations 
yj ~ (aJaj)y~ + y~ we obtain a representation ( t )  as asserted in the 
lemma. 
The asserted uniqueness is established at the end of the proof  of the 
following lemma in which we see that the structure of  G/H, H = Ix], is 
determined in a 1 -r 1 fashion by the integers listed in (2) and (3) of  
Lemma 1 and we so defer the reader. 
LEMMA 2. Let G ~ f# be a p-group with proper invariants e l ,  e2 ,..., en 9 
Then there exists a cyclic subgroup H such that G/H has invariants 
ex', e2', .... e,~' (note e,,' = 1 is possible) if  and only if 
(i) e~' Iet 1 ~ i ~ n, 
(ii) et+l I e j  1 <~ i < n. 
Furthermore, i f after the removal of the "common" elements of the sequences 
{ei)~l and {ei'}~l exactly k o of the ei remain then any x ~ G which generates 
H must have k ~ ko in its decomposition via Lemma 1. 
PROOF: =~ Let H = Ix], and choose a basis {x~} for G as in the Prepara- 
tion Lemma,  say Xl ..... xk ,..., x~ (n ~> k). For  convenience we define 8~ 
recursively by 
order (fk+l-'Xk+l_i) ----- 31 "'" ~t 
or equivalently 
order(xk+l_~) ----- 81 "'" 3~p,~+l-, (1 ~< i ~< k), (2) 
and, consequently, each 8i is a positive power o fp  (by Lemma 1(3). 
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We assert that the canonic images ~ of  the elements, 
y~=x, ,  
Yz = Pe(X-~Xl + x~, 
Ya = P~t-aaX1 -~- PO~='aaX2 "Jr- Xa, 
y~ = x,n(k  <m <~ n), 
in G/H form a (direct cyclic) basis of  G/H with respective orders 
8i ... 8k_ip~ i = 8 i "'" 8kp ~ order (xi) 
8k 
8i "" 8k-1 p~2 
8i "'" 8k-2 P~3 - -  8k_1  - -  








8, p~ order (xk) 
p~k - -  81 - -  8i ' 
order (y,~) = order (xm) (k < m ~ n). 
Firstly, the Yi, 1 ~<i~<n,  generate G/H since the Yi, 1 ~<i~<n, 
generate G. Second, by the definition of  the 8i 
(8, -.. 8~_, F'9 y,  = (8, .... 8k-D x e H,  
(8, ... 3k_ap ~') Y2 = (3, .-- 3k-2) x e H, 
(3, ... 3k_ap ~3) Y3 = (3, ..- 8k-a) x e H, (5) 
P~'~Yk = x e H. 
Therefore the orders of  the y~, 1 ~< i ~< k, divide the numbers asserted 
to be the true orders. Now also 
order (G/H) --  order (G)/order (H) 
= order (G)/order (x) 
= order (G)/S1 "" 8k, 
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since order (x) = order (p~xi) = 3x ... 3k. Furthermore, 
order (G/H) ~ l-[ order (yi) 
l~i~.~n 
~< H order (yi) H order (xm) 
l~ i~k  m>k 
~< H (31 "'" 3k+l-lP ~') H order (x~) 
I-h<i<~ order (xi) 
= I-h<i<k 3k+1_i H order (xm) 
m>k 
-~ H order(xi)/3~ "'" 3~ 
l~ i~n 
= order (G)/31"'" 3k, 
(6) 
and hence equality holds throughout implying the orders of the y~ are as 
claimed. But consequently (6) also implies the ~ form a basis for G/H 
(if G ~ ff and G = [zl ..... zr], zl ..... z~. is a basis for G 
order (G) --~ H order (zi)). 
Upon comparing the orders of x~ and 2~, 1 ~< i ~< k, we readily see 
(by (2) of the Preparation Lemma) that 
order (Yi) < order (xi), 1 <~ i <~ k, 
order (xi+1) < order (Yi), 1 ~ i < k, 
and since order (Ym) = order (x~) for m > k, (i) and (ii) readily follow 
as well as the concluding statement of Lemma 2. (Since p-groups have a 
unique cyclic decomposition, the order (xi) (order (Yi)) are the ei(e() in 
some order--the simple "p-group" case of Lemma 3 now applies.) 
Conversely, assume {el'} satisfy the conditions (i) and (ii). With 
respect o {e~} we construct H = Ix] explicitly: Eliminate from the two 
sequences {e,} {e~'} as many "common" members (taking multiplicity into 
consideration) as possible, i.e., until each remaining member of the e~ 
list is different from all the members remaining in the e~' list. Assume 
pl ..... pk remain in the e~ list and p1 t, .... Ok' remain in the e( list after this 
reduction. Then (i) and (ii) readily imply the "interlacing" 
Pi > Pi' > P2 > "'" > Pk > Pk'. 
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Now let xl ..... x~ of respective orders PI ,..,, Pk be part of a (direct cyclic) 
basis for G. Then by the methods of the first part of the proof ((2) and (4)) 
one readily verifies that 
(P l  " Pk '  " ' "  P l ' )  (102 " Pk '  " ' "  P2' )  
X = X 1 -1- X 2 -{- " ' "  
Pe "'" P l  Pk " '"  P2 
-4- (Pk-1" Ok'P'k-1) (Ok" Ok') Xk-1 2r- - -  Xk 
pkPk-1 Pk 
(7) 
generates a cyclic subgroup H of G such that G/H has invariants ei'. 
Finally, we are now in a position to easily verify the uniqueness asser- 
tion of Lemma 1: Set H = [x], and let {e/} be the invariants of G/H. 
Then, as above, eliminate common members of these two sequences and 
obtain the "interlacing" chain 
/91 ~> /91' > /92 > " ' "  > Pk > Pk ' .  
Then if x is represented as in (t)  of Lemma 1, order (Xl),..., order (xk) 
must be equal to P l  . . . . .  Pi respectively, and hence by (4) 
Pi 1 ~ i~k .  t _ _  
I:)t 3k+l_ i  ' 
Consequently 3~, 1 ~< i ~< k, are uniquely determined by H (i.e., x), and 
therefore by referring to (2) we see that c~ and order (p~x~) are also 
uniquely determined. 
We are now almost ready to generalize Lemma 2 to arbitrary G ~ N. 
In doing this we shall have occasion to appeal to the following technical 
e k k LEMMA 3. Let { i}~=1 and {pi}i=l be sequences of 
satisfying 
ei+l[ei, Pi+lIPi (1 ~ / < k). 
positive integers 
Then for any positive integer A 
pl ]e i  (1 ~<i~k)  and ei+AJpl 
-~ 0 ~ I{ei}~= 1 In - I{m}~=l I .  ~< ,4 
<::> 
( l~<i<~k- -A)  
for every n e N, 
0 ~< 5{ei}~=l I~~ -- I{O~}~=l I~- ~< A all prime powers p ". 
We now prove 
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PROPOSITION 1. Let G Efr have invariants {ei}. Then there exists a 
cyclic subgroup H such that G/H has invariants {el} <:~ 
(i) ei ' [ei ,  (ii) ei+lle/ (all i). 
PROOF: Decompose G and H into p-components: 
G/H : 0~ (GJH~). By virtue of I_emma 3, it suffices to show <:> 
0 < I{ei(G)}~(=~ ) [  o(a) --[{e,(G/H)}i=~ I~ ~ 1 (8) 
for all prime powers p~. But, in light of Proposition l(i), for any J ~ fg and 
any direct decomposition d : @, J ,  
I{ei(J)}~x ) T~ ~ *(~'~') = I{ei(J,)ii=x I~k (9) 
for any prime power pk. Consequently, 
I{ei(G)}~ ) 1~,~ -- I{ei(G/H)}~ ) ]~ 
c(G) e(V) -- --I{ei(G~/H~)}i=~ Ip~ I{ei(G~)}i=~ I~ 
and (8) follows from Lemma 2 via Lemma 3. 
As a consequence of this analysis we obtain a refinement of a classic 
result: 
PROPOSITION 2. Let G have invariants {el} and let p, [ ei for all i. Then 
there exists a subgroup H of G such that G/H has invariants {pi}. Moreover, 
such a subgroup exists satisfying 
c(H) = A o :- min{A : ei+a I pifor all i}, 
and this bound is sharp (minimal). 
PROOF: First, note that by Lemma 3 we immediately have also 
Ao = max{[{ei}[~ -- I{m}l~ : p= a prime power}. (10) 
We first show c(H) >/A o for any subgroup H such that G/H has invariants 
{p~}. For assume H = GI~<~(H) Hi is a (canonic) decomposition of H, 
and consider 
G ( j ) :  G/ @ Hi (1 <~j~c(H) ) .  
l< i~ j  
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Then clearly G (j+l) is isomorphic to G I~), modulo the (injective) image of 
Ha+x in G (j), that is modulo a cyclic group (1 ~ j  < c(H)). Hence if 
{p~)) are the invariants of G (j) (1 ~ j ~ c(H)), by Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 
we conclude 
0 ~ [{p~')}l~ - -  I{p~'+l))lv~ ~ 1 (0 ~ j  < c(H)) (11) 
for all prime powers p~, where we set p~0) = ei for convenience. Hence 
upon adding (11) for 0 ~ j  < c(H) we obtain 
for all prime powers p~. But now noting that p~iH) = pi, in view of (10), 
A o <~ c(H) as asserted. 
On the other hand, we now verify the existence of a suitable H for 
which c(H) = A o . To this end define 
p~r = max{pi, ei+j) 0 ~ j ~ Ao . 
Then n (~ ,-i = ei and p~ zo) Pi by definition of Ao. Furthermore, it is 
readily verified that -(J)~ {~'i x are the invariants for G (j) ---- G, o), ~ f~ tPi ) 
(0 -<_j ~< Ao) and 
for all prime powers p~. Consequently, by Lemmas 2 and 3 we may find 
cyclic subgroups Hj of G (j) (0 ~ j  < A0) such that 
G ~j+l) __'-" G~)/H~. 
Hence by inductively applying Proposition l(v) we obtain a subgroup JA ~ 
of G such that 
a/:~o 
has invariants {pi} and 
~o-times 
c(Jzo) ~ 1 + ' "+ 1 = A o. 
The proposition follows upon setting H ---- J,%. 
III. THE INEQUALITY 
In this section we prove a rather bizarre inequality critical in the next 
section. The proof is due to J. Orkin. 
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Ot n PROeOSmON 3. Let { t}i=l  and {/~i}~----1 be two monotone non-increasing 
sequences of  positive real numbers atisfying cq ~ fli , 1 ~ i ~ n. Then 
l~ i~n l<~i~n 
where 
~=minl.<~l~.<l ~ (~-~.')'fl,:l ~<i~<n t. 
Moreover, equality obtains in (12) r there is an integer io , 1 <~ io <~ n + 1, 
such that 
l i  = Ogi 
i t  = OQ+I 
(note no condition on fl~ i f  i o ~ n). 
for i < io , 
(13) 
for io <~ i < n 
PROOF: Assume we can find numbers c~ )1 ,  1 ~ i ~< n, and 3i, 
1 ~ i ~< n + 1 satisfying 
ai - -  fli = c,(Si -- 8i+x) (1 ~< i ~ n). (14) 
Then since ci >~ 1 (and ~i -- fli >~ O) we have 
X (~,-~,)--- Y~ c#,-~,+1) 
E (~i - -  ~i+1) = ~1 - -  ~n+l- (15) 
l<~i<.n 
To this end let us attempt o maximize 3~ --  8,+1 : Note that once ~a is 
chosen in (14) all remaining 8i (1 < i ~< n-+- 1) and all ci (1 ~ i ~< n) 
are determined uniquely by requiring ~ = c~8~, and we obtain 
(1 ~< i ~< n). (16) 
~,+1 = ~dc~ 
Hence ci ~ 1 (1 ~< i ~< n) in (16) 




( 81- -8n+,= 81 /31 f ln81=81 1 - -  I-I ~ , 
we see that the admissible maximum of this quantity is obtained by 
choosing 81 = 8, and thus (12) is obtained. 
In considering the case of equality, we see by (15) that this is the case r 
Z Ci(Si - -  8i+1) = 2 (8i - -  8i+1)' 
l~ i~n i 
which in turn is the case ~ c~= 1 for all i, 1 ~ i~<n,  such that 
8i - -  8i+1 > 0. We now show that ci ~ = 1 implies cl = 1 for i > i0 : By 
induction it suffices to show ci ---- 1 implies c~+1 = 1. Now c~ = 1 implies 
a i  = 8i and ]3 i ---- 8i+1, and if 8i+1 - -  8~+2 > 0 we must have ci+l = 1 as 
mentioned above. On the other hand, if 8 i+ 1 - -  8 i+ 2 : 0 then ai+i : fi~i+l 
and consequently 
1~i+1 = O~i+l = Ci+lSi+l • 8i+1 : /~i > J~t+l " 
Therefore fli+i = fli and finally ci+l = 1. 
Equation (13) follows readily f rom this condition on the c~. 
IV, THE INVARIANT 
We have now developed the necessary machinery for proving our basic 
result. A definition is in order. 
DEFINITION 2. Let G ~ ~. To each direct cyclic decomposit ion 
G =@ Gi 
i 
we correspond the integer 
8({G,)) = ~ ([ G, [ - -  1), 
i 
where I H ] = order of  H. Then define 
y(G) = max(8({G~)) : G = @ G~, G, cyclic). (17) 
i 
a n Similarly, if A = { ~)i=1, we define 
y(A) = y(Ga) (see Definition 1). (17') 
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As an immediate consequence of the definition we see that 7(G) = I G [ -- 1 
if G is cyclic and 7(G) ~ y(A) q- y(B) if G = A @ B. 
We now evaluate 7(G) in terms of the canonic invariants associated 
with G: 
PROPOSITION 4. 
7(G)= ~ (e,- -  1), 
where ei = ei(G), 1 <~ i ~ c = c(G), are the proper invariants of G. 
Furthermore, if 8({Gi}) = 7(G) the orders of the cyclic summands Gi are 
the proper invariants e~(G), 1 ~ i <~ e(G), in some order. 
COMMENT. Note that the unique cyclic decomposition of G into a 
minimal number (c(G)) of direct cyclic factors occurs in the canonic 
decomposition, and Proposition 4 suggests the heuristic principle that 
8({Gi}) increases as the number of summands decreases. 
PROOF: Assume a cyclic decomposition G----@~ G, is chosen for 
which 3({Gi}) ----- 7(G). Then we shall show t Gi [ > [ G~ [ implies [Gj I { [ Gi 1 
and from this we conclude that the decomposition athand is the canonic 
cyclic decomposition. To this end, assume 
IG, I ---- I-I ~" p,, I G~ I = UpS" 
are the prime decompositions. Then we may write 
6,~_ |  cr,  c j~@ q ' ,  
T 
where G(C~') is cyclic of order p~,(p~,). Our assertion is equivalent o 
showing c~, >~ t ,  for all r, and we proceed by contradiction. Assume 
fl,0 > c% for some to, and let 
a , '=  c;0 | q,  6 , '=C,o@ G: 
rCr  o r~r  o 
Then clearly G /and  G/are  cyclic and 
Moreover, 
[ Gi' I + G/ I> IG~I+IG~I  
as a consequence of the monotonicity of the function to(x) --- x + c2/x 
for x > c. But this contradicts the maximality of 8({G~}). 
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We now prove the basic result of  the paper. 
THEOREM 1. I f  0 --> H--~ G -~ J -+ 0 is a short exact sequence of 
finite Abelian groups, 
--v(H) q- •(G) -- y(J) ~ O. (*) 
Furthermore, equality holds in (*) <:> im H is a direct sum of invariant 
factors of G (i.e., there is a decomposition fG as in (1) in which im H is the 
direct sum of a subset of the cyclic factors occurring). 
COMMENT. (>~) is trivially equivalent o 
~(a) >1 r(G/H) + ~,(n) (.') 
for all subgroups H of G (Abelian). 
COROLLARY l. I f  G is not cyclic (c(G) > 1), 
~(G) = max{7(G/H) + 7(H) : H a proper subgroup of G}. 
PROOF: The proof  of  Theorem 1 proceeds in two parts: 
(i) Consideration of the special case H cyclic. 
(ii) Extension to the general case. 
The corollary is an immediate consequence of the theorem. 
(i) By Proposit ion 1 the invafiants {ei}, {ei'} of G, G/H, respectively, 
satisfy 
ei' I e l ,  ei+l [ ei'. (I) 
Hence upon applying Proposit ion 3 with ai = ei ,  fli = ei' we obtain 
E (el -- ei') ~ ~ (1 - -  Yiei'~ 
i I-Iei 1' 
where (n ---- c(G) ---- the number of proper invariants of  G) 
3 = min{el ,  el(el'/e~) -1..... el(el' "'" e'~_l/e2"'" en) -1) 
= e, -.- e~ since el+, I el' by (I). 
el' ... e'n_ 1 
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Therefore, (by our convention concerning e~) 
~,(G)- ~,(G/H) = ~ (e~-  1 ) -  ~ (e~'-- 1) 
= Z (e i _e , )~ ex" 'e ,  (1 
l<i<n el' "'" e 'n-1 1-Ii<i<n ei 
( 1-[1<i<,~ ei _ 1) : ent I'Ii<~i<~n el' 
(18) 
( IV l  
= e j  I G/HI 1) ~- ej(I HI  -- 1) = en'~(H), 
where n = c(G). Hence equality holds in (.') for H cyclic if and only if 
e~" ---- 1 and also equality holds at the point where Proposition 3is applied, 
i.e., there exists an integer i0, 1 ~ io <~ n (io ~ n -Jr- 1 is not possible) 
such that 
ei' ---- ei i < to, 
(19) 
ei' : ei+~ i0 ~< i < n. 
We shall show that (19) obtains if and only if H is an invariant cyclic 
factor of G, i.e., G = 9 Gi where G~ is cyclic of order e~ = ei(G) and 
H = Gq, completing the proof in Case i). 
First, consider the primary decomposition G/H = Q~, GJH2,. Condi- 
tion (19) clearly implies that in each p-component G~/H~ 
e,(G~/H~) : ee(G~) 
e,(G~/H~) = ei.l(G~) 
i < io ,  
(20) 
i o~ i<n 
(not all invariants are necessarily proper--some may equal 1). But by 
r-~lx(~)l where x~ ~ is Lemma 2 this implies either H~o is trivial or H~ = te 1 J, 
part of a direct cyclic basis for G~. Furthermore al = 0: for after the 
removal of the "common" elements in (20) we are left with the one term 
(k ----- i) e~o(G~) among the invariants of G~ and none of the invariants of 
G~/H~ (if i0 > c(G~) we are in the case when H~ is trivial) remain. But 
ax > 0 would result in an invariant p~l remaining for G~/H~ after the 
removal of common terms, and therefore ~1 = 0. 
Therefore H~----[x~)], where x~ ~ is part of a basis of G~ and 
[ H~ I = eio(G~). Consequently, 
H = | H ,  = | [x? >] 
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and the element x = ~ x[ ~) which generates H is clearly the i0-th element 
in an appropriate canonic cyclic basis for G (observe i(G) = [.I~, ei(G~) 
for all i). 
(ii) We proceed by "induction" on c(H) to obtain the extension to 
the general case. First to prove the inequality (, ') let 
H= (~) Hi 
l~ i~c(H)  
be a decomposition of H into invariant cyclic factors Hi of orders ei(H). 
Then by Proposition 4 y(H) -=-- ~2i y(Hi). But, upon making the appro- 
priate identifications, we have from the cyclic case 
~,(G) > ~,(G/H1) + ~,(H1), 
y(G/Ha) >~ y(G/HI G 1t2) --}- y(H~), (21) 
and upon adding these inequalities we obtain 
(22) 
Furthermore, for equality to obtain in (22) we must have equality in 
each equation of (21). But after appropriately "lifting" the result from 
the cyclic case we see that this implies //1 is an invariant factor of G, 
//2 is an invariant factor of "G/HI," etc., i.e., each Hi is a distinct invariant 
factor of G with respect o an appropriate canonic cyclic decomposition, 
precisely the final assertion of the theorem. The converse is trivial. 
COMMENT. Propositions 1 and 3 may be applied to other invariants, 
defined in the same fashion as y, to obtain a "superadditivity" result 
analogous to Theorem 1. More precisely, this program may be applied 
to certain invariants defined by formulas 
yf(G) = •f(ei), 
i 
where the summation is over all proper invariants ei = ei(G) of G and f 
is an appropriate non-decreasing positive valued function on N (with 
f(1) = 1). 
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For by (18) everything proceeds analogously for 7I if we can show that 
f satisfies: 
S e "1 n If {ei}~'=l and ~ ~ ~i=1 are any two sequences in N satisfying 
(i) ei+l l e~, e~+l fel' (1 <~. i < n), 
(ii) e~'le~ (1 ~< i ~< n), 
(iii) ei+l [el' (1 ~< i < n), 
then there is a non-negative number 3, possibly depending on the 
invariants, such that 
If(e,) + (f(en') q- 3) ( 1-I ,<~,<~,, tf(e,')+ ~) -  1) >~ f(i~<iI-J<, ' (e@i,)). (C) 
For example condition ((2) is satisfied by 
A(x)  = x ~-  1 
for any choice of ~ > 0, as is immediately seen by taking ~ ---= 1 in (C). 
Note that ~ of Theorem 1 corresponds to choosing a = 1. 
V. COMBINATORIAL APPLICATION 
In this final section we apply Theorem 1 to obtain a number of appar- 
ently new algebraic properties of finite Abelian groups. We first make a 
definition: 
DEFINITION 3. If  G is any locally finite group and S is any finite 
subset of G we define 
p(S) = min{n e N : I S ~ ] ~- [ S ~+1 ]}, 
p(G) ----- sup{P(S) : S finite subset of G}, 
where I A I denotes the cardinality of A. 
COMMENT. P(S) is finite since S generates a finite subgroup [S] in G 
and consequently I S I ~< [ S 2 [ ~< [ S a t ~< "'" must eventually stabilize. 
In fact IS " I= IS  ~+11 implies IS ml=lS  ~1 for a l lm~n andS ~isa  
coset of a subgroup which is normal in [S]--see [1]. Note 0(G) may 
possibly be infinite if G is. 
We now prove a general result which will be applied in proving the next 
theorem. 
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PROPOSITION 5. Let ~* and p* be two real valued functions defined 
on f~ satisfying." 
(i) ~,*(G) ~ y*(G/H) + v*(H) for all subgroups H C_ G. 
(ii) c(G) > 1 implies 
p*(G) ~ max{p*(G/H) + y*(H) : H a proper subgroup of G}. 
(iii) c(G)= 1 implies p*(G) <~ y*(G). 
Then, 
p*(G) ~ ~*(G) for all G ~ f~. 
PROOF. We proceed by induction on [a  1. It trivially holds for 
[ G I = 1; assume true for [ G I < n. Let G be any group of order n. 
If G is cyclic (c(G) = 1) the inequality follows from (iii), otherwise by (ii) 
p*(G) <~ p*(G/H) + y*(H) for some appropriate proper subgroup H of G. 
Since I G/HI < n we have by induction 
p*(G/H) ~< y*(G/H) 
and consequently by (i) 
p*(G) <~ p*(G/H) + y*(n)  ~< y*(G/H) + y*(H) ~< y*(G). 
THEOREM 2. p(G) = y(G) for all G ~ fg. 
COMMENT. Theorem 2 shows that Definition 3 gives us a possible 
extension of y to a larger class of groups than ft. 
PROOF: We first show p(G) ~ y(G) by example. For let G = @, Gi 
be a canonic decomposition of G into cyclic factors with [ Gi[ ---- e~(G) 
and G~ be generated by x~. Set 
S={0}u{x, : l  ~ i~c(G)} .  
Then claim p(S) = y(G). For, since 0 ~ S, S n _C S m for m > n and conse- 
quently p(S) is the first power of S which equals G. But any element x ~ G 
may be represented as 
x : alxt + "'" + a~x~ 0 <~ ai <~ (e~ -- 1), 
and consequently 
X e S (al+'''+a~) C S (el-1)+'''+(ec-1) = s?(G); 
and also 
xo = (et -- 1)xt + "'" + (e, -- 1)x, 
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first occurs in Sr (~ Hence p(G)>~ p(S)= y(G). Conversely, we show 
p(G) <~ y(G) via Proposit ion 5. First, we note that we need only consider 
subsets S of G which contain the identity 0 since ](a + S)n[ = I S" I. 
Now (i) is true by Theorem 1. Also, (iii) is true since c(G) - -  1 implies 
y(G) = I G[ - -  1, and if S is any subset of G containing 0 the chain 
IS ]  < IS  a[ <""  <[S lC l  I is impossible since this would imply 
[ SICI [ > I G L. Therefore 
p(G) - - - -max{p(S) :O~S_CG} ~ [G] - -  1 ----~,(G). 
Finally, to verify (ii) let S ~ 0 be any subset of G and let x be any element 
of S ~(s) ~-~S ~(s)-x, i.e., X=a iS lq - " '+~kSk  where si ~ S, a~ >~O, 
o~, + "" + o~k ---p(S), and no similar representation for x exists with a 
smaller coefficient sum. Now let H----[sx] (assume Sl :/: 0), and let 2, 
g2,...,gk be the canonic images of  x, s2 ..... s~ in G/H. Then 
: o~2g ~ + .-. + cckgk. Hence if we set S : {0, g2 ,..., gk} C_ G/H  we have 
that 2 ~S ~(c/H), i.e., there is a representation ~ : fi2g~ + "'" + [3kgk 
where fli >~ O, 2 ~ i <~ k, and [3 3 + ... + flk <~ p(G/H). But this implies 
x ~ [3~s~ + ... + [3kSk (mod H), i.e., x : flxSl + [3~s~ + ... § [3~s~ for an 
appropriate f l , ,  0 ~< fix ~< I H I  - -  1 : ~,(H). Therefore 




since e(G) > 1, 
max{p(S): 0 ~ S C G} 
max{p(G/H) + ~(H) : H cyclic} 
max(p(G/H) + y(H)  : H a proper subgroup of G}, 
and thus (ii) is verified. 
COROLLARY 2. Let G e ~, gi ..... gk ~ G, and assume g ~ [gx ..... gk], 
i.e., there exist integers ix ..... i~ such that 
g : iagl -I- "'" q- ikgk. 
Then there exist integers nl ..... nk satisfying 
O) n i~O, l  ~ i~k ,  
(ii) nl q- "'" + nk ~ ~(G), 
(iii) g ~- nxgx + "'" q- nkgk. 
PROOF: Set S = {0, gl ..... gk}. Since each g~ has finite order we may 
assume ix .... , ik/> 0, and consequently 
g ~ s(i*+'"+i~ ). 
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But, by Theorem 2, p(S) <~ y(G) and consequently, since 0 ~ S, 
S (il+'''+ik) C_C_ S "(s) C_ S ~(~ 
clearly implying (i)-(iii). 
Let us now translate Corollary 2 into the language of simultaneous 
congruences: Let G ~ (r and let G be decomposed 
G : G1GG20""  OG~ 
where each Gi ---- [xd is cyclic of order e~ (1 <~ i ~ n). Then with respect 
to this cyclic basis {xi) we coordinatize G by 
g : a lX l  -~ "'" ~-  anXn ~ (a l  . . . .  , an). (23) 
Note that a~ : a~(g) is uniquely determined rood ei. Now Corollary 2 
states that if 
g : algx + "'" + ~ g, gl ..... gk ~ G (24) 
there exist non-negative integers nx ..... nk with nl + "" + nk ~ y(G) and 
satisfying 
g : n lg l  -}- "'" -}- nkgk .  (24') 
Now assume, via (23), that 
g~ : (a l i  . . . . .  anO 1 ~ i ~< k 
g ----- (bl ..... b,). 
Then (24) states that the simultaneous system of n congruences 
~xail + a2ai2 + "'" q- o~kaik ~ bi (mod ei) (1 ~< i ~< n) (25) 
has a solution ~ ,..., a~. We may then assert that (25) has a solution 
nx ..... nk with ni >~ 0 (1 ~< i ~< k), nx q- "'" q- nk ~ y(G). Now y(G) = 
y({ei}La) as in (17'). Hence we obtain 
THEOREM 3. The system o f  n-simultaneous congruences 
alail + "'" + ~kaik ==- bi (rood ei) (1 ~< i ~< n) 
has a solution ~x .... , ~k i f  and only i f  there is a solution a 1 ,..., ~k satisfying 
(i) a, >/ O (1 ~ i ~ k) 
(ii) ~a + "'" + ak <~ y ({Ci}~=I). 
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We next reformulate this result into a statement concerning lattices 
in Z5  the group of (integral) lattice points in R ~. We consider the norm II II 
in Z ~ (R '~) defined by 
IE(~ .... .  ~) I I  = Y~ I ~, I. 
l~ i~n 
As usual, we call s _C Z n a lattice if and only if O is a subgroup of Z ~ 
of  fu l l  rank. We then have 
THEOREM 3'. I f  g'2 is a lattice in Z n, every coset of [2 in Z ~ has a repre- 
sentative in the positive octant o f  norm at most 7(G), where G : Z~/g2 ~ f~. 
PROOF: Let b ~ Z '~. We must prove there exists an o~ = (o~ 1..... ~n) ~ Z ~ 
such that 
(i) a- -be~,  
(ii) a i~O( l~ i~n) ,  
(iii) 1] a l[ ~< y(G). 
As is known from the theory of free Z-modules, there exists a basis 
v i ...... v,~ for Z" such that eiv~ ..... e~v~ is a basis for /2 ,  where e~ ..... e~ are 
the invariants of G (not necessarily proper, some e /= 1 possibly). In 
terms of the basis {v~}, assume 
(8i l  ..... 8in ) = a l iv  i -~ . . .  ~- aniv n (1 ~ i ~< n). 
Consequently, 
= (~  .... , ~)  
= o~i(allV 1 -~- . . .  -~- anlVn) -~ . . .  -~ o~n(anlV 1 "q- . . .  -~- annVn) 
= (aiail q- "'" q-- a~ai~)vi ~- "'" q- (aia,  i q- "'" q- a~a,, )v, .  
Similarly, let b ~- blV~ q- "'" § b~v~. Then (i) is satisfied if  and only if  
a la i l  --~ ""  -~ O~nain ~ b i (mod el) (1 ~ i ~ n), 
(ii) is satisfied if and only if 
~i ~0 
(iii) is satisfied if and only if 
(1 ~i~n) ,  
(~1 + "'" 2F O~n ~ ~/(G) : •({e I , . . . ,  e,~}) : ~ (ei - -  1). 
l~i~.n 
Now trivially the system in (i) has some solution (simply write b in the 
initial basis), and consequently by Theorem 3 a solution ~l ..... ~ exists 
also satisfying (ii) and (iii). 
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As a final application of this circle of ideas we obtain a corollary to 
Theorem 3' couched in terms of the inner product: 
COROLLARY 3. Let  V1 .... , V .  be any n vectors which fo rm a basis fo r  
Z ~, let bz ..... b.  be any n integers and cx .... , c .  any n posit ive integers. Then 
there exists a vector B = (Bx .... , Bn) ~ Z ~ satisfying 
(i) Bi -~ bi (mod ci) 1 ~ i ~ n, 
(ii) B'V , i~O 1 ~ i<~n,  
c " (iii) B - (V1  + "'" q- V.) ~< ~({i}i=l). 
PROOF: Consider any lattice g2 in Z" with a basis ciVx',..., c~V~', 
where Vx', .... V.' is a basis for Z". Then clearly 
c = z - /~  = O G, ,  
i 
where G~ is a cyclic group of  order ci (1 ~ i ~ n). Let 
b : blVz' q- "'" q- b~V~'. 
Then by Theorem 3' there exists an a ~ Z n satisfying (i)-(iii). Therefore, 
for appropriate integers ~,  
= b + ~zclVz' + "'" + ~.cnV,,' 
: (axcz q- b~) Vz' q- "'" q- (a,~c,~ + b~) V~'. 
We then set Bi = aici + bi (1 ~< i ~< n) and claim B : (B1 ..... B.) satisfies 
(i)-(iii) if Vi' is chosen so that 
t I 
V~ = (~1 ..... ~ . ) ,  
where 
Vi = (~i~ ..... ~ . )  
! t and ~ : ~j~ (note the V~ "matr ix"  is the transpose of the Vi "matr ix"  
and consequently the V( are a basis for Z n if and only if the V~ are). For 
this implies 
: Bz Vx' q- "'" q- Bn V,' : (B .  Vz ,..., B .  V,~), 
and thus (ii) and (iii) of  Theorem 3' imply (ii) and (iii) of  our corollary, 
while (i) is clear. 
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